
A market study in partnership with YouGov, covering nine countries.

ASIA OTT RESEARCH  
REPORT 2019
INSIGHTS INTO CONSUMER PREFERENCES TOWARDS OTT SUBSCRIPTIONS, 
PAYMENTS, ADVERTISING, USER EXPERIENCE, AND TV ECOMMERCE

In 2018, the media industry saw significant acquisitions—including Disney-Fox, AT&T-
Time Warner, and Comcast-Sky—setting the scene for the next over-the-top (OTT) 
video streaming landscape transformation in 2019. Even content owners and pay-TV 
service providers have launched an OTT service as an extension of their legacy offerings, 
but all are focused on one thing: profitably distributing content direct to consumers. For 
consumers, their needs are relatively simple; they seek a combination of high-quality 
content, a low price, and a frictionless user experience. 

Today’s viewers have an abundance of choice when it comes to video content and 
the distribution channel through which they consume it. Understanding this consumer 
mindset and the most valuable customer segments will be crucial to the success of 
OTT platforms. This will also require some legacy organisations to resize their business 
or build a new portfolio of competencies that allow them to maximise their value and 
reward from customers.

As a leading provider of online video solutions, Brightcove speaks to many 
broadcasters and content owners in various stages of their OTT rollouts. In an effort 
to build a sustainable OTT business, content owners must make a variety of important 
decisions around: 

• Getting started

• Determining the right content strategy for customer acquisition  
and retention

• Pricing plan(s)

• Designing the optimal user experience

• Defining their geographic distribution

• Establishing their marketing strategies
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In order to make these decisions, media companies that want to launch or revamp an OTT 
service need an understanding of the current sentiment towards OTT offerings in their 
markets—including user preferences towards subscriptions, payments, advertising, user 
experience, and even ecommerce habits. 

To learn more about consumer perceptions and preferences towards OTT services, 
Brightcove partnered with YouGov, an international data and analytics group, and 
conducted a study that polled 9,000 participants across nine countries in Asia. The study 
investigated which factors motivate consumers to sign up or unsubscribe, their payment 
preferences, their tolerance for ads, and views on OTT TV ecommerce. Percentages 
provided are of the internet population in each country and weighted to the population. 
This paper provides an in-depth look into the research findings.

ONCE YOU TRY, YOU WILL BUY AGAIN
Lapsed OTT users are more likely to resubscribe to OTT services than Never users. Once 
users try the service and are familiar with the experience, they are more likely to return 
AND are willing to pay a higher subscription fee—especially if their past experience was 
positive. 

There are a myriad of reasons why a user unsubscribes, but the research found that 
often Lapsed users do remain as advocates for OTT services. Never users are more 
cautious about trying out new OTT services, because they are highly price sensitive 
towards a service that they have never tried before. In order to effectively target all 
three types of users, OTT service providers need to roll out three different marketing 
campaigns. Campaigns targeting Current users should focus on the content library and 
new service features. Lapsed users will likely be driven by upcoming special, seasonal 
content promotions, and new service features. To target Never users, focus on anchor or 
blockbuster content with an enticing trial period or sachet pricing.  
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NON-CURRENT USERS: DO YOU INTEND TO SUBSCRIBE TO OTT SERVICES  
IN THE FUTURE?

LAPSED USERS: DO YOU INTEND TO SUBSCRIBE TO OTT SERVICES IN THE FUTURE?

https://sg.yougov.com/en-sg/
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ONE CONSUMER, MULTIPLE OTT SERVICES TO CHOOSE FROM 
The pay-TV model typically involves one service or one contract per consumer or 
household. It is unheard of to have multiple pay-TV subscriptions per person. But in the OTT 
world, signing up for multiple OTT services has become a common consumer behaviour. 
Consumers often sign up for multiple OTT services based on content that supplements 
their primary service. Price can also be a consideration, but it is a secondary consideration.

From wanting access to niche content to meeting the programming demands of an entire 
family, consumers also stated that not all of their content needs are satisfied on just one 
OTT service. This goes to show that there is a demand for multiple OTT service providers 
to co-exist in the market. Forty-three percent of respondents said wanting more content 
options was the top driver for sign ups to multiple services. Only 30% stated that signing 
up for OTT services was less expensive than a pay-TV service.

REASONS FOR SUBSCRIBING TO MULTIPLE OTT SERVICES

Content options on just one OTT service was not enough

The specific content I want is sometimes not available on just one OTT service

I want access to multiple sources of niche / hobby / special interest / sports content

To satisfy all the di�erent content needs of my family

I do not want to run out of content to watch

It is less expensive than payTV / cable TV subscription

Because of free trial and / or promotion o�ers

I want more content options
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IT’S SVOD. IT’S AVOD. IT’S A HYBRID PAYMENT OPPORTUNITY.
Fifty-six percent of users across the region pay on a monthly subscription basis—indicating 
that they are already conditioned to monthly payments, as it’s less disruptive than pay-
per-view alternatives. However, 31% do not pay for OTT services, which indicates that the 
Asian market would also accept a free ad-funded model. 

Consumers have varying views about their willingness to pay with their time (through 
watching advertising) or their money (subscriptions). However, there is a demand for the 
option to customise price plans with ad packages across all countries surveyed. A varied 
price plan—instead of one fixed plan that fits all—provides users with the flexibility to 
upgrade or downgrade their plans based on their usage and preferences. 

When asked how users want to pay for their OTT service in the future, an average of 
30% of respondents stated that they want a free OTT service that serves ads. This is not 
necessarily an indication that the SVOD model is the wrong strategy in Asia. In fact, an 
ad strategy is a must, especially in Hong Kong and Taiwan, whether it’s purely AVOD or 
involves a hybrid SVOD model with limited ads. India, Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, and 
Vietnam showed a propensity to pay a reduced fee with the limited advertising model. 
These markets could serve as a testing ground for hybrid ads and the subscription-based 
model. 

HOW WOULD YOU PREFER TO PAY FOR A MONTHLY OTT SUBSCRIPTION?

WOULD YOU SIGN UP FOR A MONTHLY OTT SUBSCRIPTION WITH ADS FOR 
A REDUCED PRICE?

Hong Kong India Indonesia Malaysia Philippines Singapore Taiwan Thailand Vietnam

Pay higher fee with no ads 12% 14% 14% 10% 17% 11% 11% 17% 21%

Pay lower fee with some ads 18% 25% 17% 22% 26% 17% 16% 25% 22%

Free and I will watch ads 43% 25% 31% 25% 26% 31% 38% 26% 25%

Pay nothing and no ads 
whatsoever 9% 10% 10% 15% 8% 19% 12% 6% 11%

Want the flexibility to 
customize price and ad 
package

6% 14% 16% 12% 15% 10% 9% 12% 15%

No preference 11% 13% 12% 16% 9% 11% 13% 14% 7%
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On average, 45% of users said they might be open to a reduced monthly subscription 
package that serves ads—depending on the price, whereas 34% said they would definitely 
sign up, representing a potential market size of 79% of users polled favouring this option. 

Many consumers are attracted to OTT subscription services as a means to move away from 
pay-TV services that include high advertising loads beyond the users’ control, as well as 
premium subscription rates and long-term contracts. Users in the OTT world understand 
that there’s a trade-off between watching free content and having advertisers serve ads 
as part of the value exchange. OTT service providers do not need to limit themselves to 
one fixed OTT plan. They should experiment with different price plans and offer users 
the flexibility to choose between ad-free and ad-funded packages. Having diverse pricing 
options for consumers can help drive market growth—while also providing users with their 
desired flexibility and control over OTT purchases.

OTT IS RESETTING EXPECTATIONS WITH ADVERTISING 
In advertising, ad dollars follow the eyeballs. For years now, most SVOD OTT service 
providers have set the expectation that consumers will receive zero ads in exchange for 
a set price to view content. However, revenue from SVOD alone might not be sustainable 
in the long term. SVOD providers might benefit by experimenting with a mix of packages 
that offer limited and no ads as an alternative to a traditional subscription plan, allowing 
users to choose which price plan suits them. OTT service providers should also explore 
and test which ad plans resonate best with their customer base; for instance, serving ads 
during weekday streaming and limited ads or no ads on the weekends (or vice versa). 

Consumers, in many Asian markets, are accustomed to ad-free SVOD services, and it’s not 
surprising that YouGov and Brightcove found ad tolerance to be relatively low, with one 
or two ads being noted as the acceptable number of ads per ad break on OTT services. 

OTT service providers seeking to implement an ad strategy should think about designing 
an ad experience for viewers that is not off-putting, while also providing innovative ad 
options for advertisers. Increasingly, ad-supported services are looking to enable users to 
personalise their ad experience, and are experimenting with capping ad blocks at certain 
time limits below those of traditional broadcasters and pay-TV services. Those lower ad 
loads are generally more acceptable to viewers.

HOW MANY ADS PER AD BREAK ARE ACCEPTABLE?
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USER EXPERIENCE MATTERS 
OTT service providers should focus their efforts on understanding the kind of user 
experience mobile-centric consumers have come to expect. When asked to choose the 
features users most wanted in an OTT service, the top five selected were offline download 
and playback (42%), access on mobile (38%), access on streaming devices such as Apple 
TV and Android TV (33%), the ability to use less data when accessing the service on mobile 
(33%), and seamless viewing between devices (32%). Personalised recommendations 
were important for 22% of the respondents, indicating that while the recommendation 
feature enhances the viewing experience, it does not play a primary role in a viewer’s 
purchase decision.

The top five features are all related to the users’ experience on mobile devices. OTT service 
providers need to take into account how users watch content on mobile devices, laptops, 
and tablets—and tailor specific experiences to users who are on the go. That will be even 
more true as 5G services begin to gain traction in the Asian region, one that is home to 
some of the most mobile-dense markets in the world. 5G deployment is expected to be 
driven by consumers’ desire to watch high-quality video—especially live video like sports—
on the go, with minimal latency.

FEATURES MOST WANTED IN AN OTT SERVICE

Access on mobile

Access on Apple TV / Android TV / smart TV apps

Use less mobile data when streaming on mobile

Seamless viewing between devices
Personalised recommendations

In-app notifications of upcoming content

Service or screen time usage hours

Shopping options - such as click to buy a product shown on OTT service

O�ine download
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OTT USERS ARE HIGHLY VALUE SENSITIVE
Findings from the 2018 OTT research showed that free trials and promotions were a 
strong driver for consumers to sign up for OTT services. In 2019, the scenario evolved 
to the strongest driver being content. Even though there is a willingness to pay for OTT 
services, price remains a key consideration, along with content. Across the region, Never 
users are much more price sensitive than Current or Lapsed users.   

In 2019, 47% of Never users were only willing to pay less than USD $1 a month for OTT 
subscriptions, while 25% of Current users were willing to pay USD $5 to $9 per month, and 
28% of Lapsed users were willing to pay USD $1 to $4 per month. This indicates that users 
who have never tried an OTT service are more sensitive to price than Current or Lapsed 
users—highlighting the need for OTT service operators to offer a low, attractive price point 
to drive sign ups from Never users. 

THE MONTHLY FEE CONSUMERS ARE WILLING TO PAY FOR OTT SERVICES

Hong Kong India Indonesia Malaysia Philippines Singapore Taiwan Thailand Vietnam

Less than USD $1 26% 37% 33% 35% 26% 24% 35% 33% 20%

USD $1–$4 17% 27% 24% 23% 32% 22% 24% 25% 24%

USD $5–$9 20% 16% 18% 20% 21% 25% 19% 16% 23%

USD $10–$15 20% 9% 12% 13% 12% 18% 16% 16% 20%

USD $16–$20 9% 6% 7% 5% 5% 8% 3% 6% 9%

More than USD $20 8% 4% 5% 3% 3% 3% 2% 4% 4%

https://get.brightcove.com/media-ott-research-asia-wp/
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ADDRESSING THE SHOPPING GAP IN AN OTT SERVICE AND 
DIVERSIFYING REVENUE STREAMS
Across the region, there is strong interest in the TV to commerce opportunity. On average, 
29% of users are open to purchasing products as seen on TV post-program, while 40% 
might be open to the concept—representing a potential market size of 70%. This is an area 
that remains largely untapped and has a high potential to be the next revenue opportunity 
for OTT service providers and advertisers. 

For consumers, advertising taps into the power of discovery and awareness. With OTT, 
ads can be part of the OTT content experience. Combining the two means OTT TV 
commerce can form part of a dual-prong ad strategy. OTT service providers can serve ads 
during breaks, embed products within the content, and make those products interactive—
providing an option to purchase products during a paused program or after the show 
ends. This ad strategy can help OTT service providers open up new revenue streams and 
diversify current ones.

By marrying TV with commerce and adding interactive elements, OTT service providers 
can explore the measurable impact of branded content—which can give viewers the ability 
to either seek out more information about the product onscreen or click to buy. 

Branded content enables OTT service providers to go beyond native OTT advertising, 
and offers advertisers another innovative way to market their product and uncover user 
buying preferences—all with a trackable conversion rate.

WOULD YOU BE INTERESTED IN PURCHASING PRODUCTS SHOWN ON AN 
OTT PROGRAM?
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WE ARE IN THE AGE OF FAST MOVING CONSUMER 
CONTENT (FMCC)
TV content has long been a consumer good, but we are now in the era of Fast Moving 
Consumer Content (FMCC), in which content—including video—is created quickly in order 
to be rapidly distributed online. Even globally recognised streaming platforms still have to 
fight for a share of the market. When and how consumers decide to pay for their content—
either with money or time—depends on context and the content type in question.

MAXIMISE YOUR OTT POTENTIAL
Today, TV is evolving from a world of limited options to one of almost unlimited choices. 
The future of TV will fundamentally be defined by what the viewer wants, which will in turn 
drive how media companies package, deliver, and monetise their content through OTT 
services. In order to thrive in this increasingly crowded space, OTT content owners must 
understand their audience’s preferences and streaming behaviours. Doing so will empower 
media companies to deliver the ideal user experience—with an attractive, relevant value 
proposition.

To learn more about how to maximise your OTT potential, contact the experts at Brightcove 
or download our OTT Essentials whitepaper, How to Launch and Grow Your OTT Service.

https://www.brightcove.com/en/contact-sales
https://get.brightcove.com/media-ott-essentials-launch-and-grow-asia/
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
All figures, unless otherwise stated, are from YouGov Plc. The total sample size was 9,000 
adult participants (18+) across Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, 
Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand, and Vietnam. Fieldwork was conducted in March 2019. 

YouGov is a global public opinion and data company. Its core offering of opinion data is derived 
from its highly participative panel of 6 million people worldwide. The company combines this 
continuous stream of data with its deep research expertise and broad industry experience 
into a systematic research and marketing platform. With 34 offices in 22 countries and panel 
members in 38 countries, YouGov has one of the world’s top 10 international market research 
networks. For more information, visit https://ap.yougov.com/. 

Brightcove Inc. (NASDAQ:BCOV) is the leading global provider of powerful cloud solutions 
for managing, delivering, and monetising video experiences on every screen. A pioneering 
force in the world of online video since the company’s founding in 2004, Brightcove’s award-
winning technology, unparalleled services, extensive partner ecosystem, and proven global 
scale have helped thousands of companies in over 70 countries achieve better business results 
with video. To learn more, visit www.brightcove.com.

Evergent’s market-leading integrated revenue and customer management platform 
helps the world’s largest communication, media, and entertainment companies reduce 
time to market for products and services, minimise subscriber churn, simplify complex 
monetisation models, and run back office processes more efficiently. To learn more,  
visit www.evergent.com or contact apac-sales@evergent.com.

SpotX, an RTL Group company, is the leading video advertising platform unifying TV and digital 
video globally. Its solutions enable media owners to monetise content across all screens and 
streams while providing advertisers with direct access to premium inventory. SpotX delivers 
the data, control, transparency, actionable and real-time insights, and expert service needed to 
understand buyer behavior, manage access and pricing, and maximise revenue. To learn more, 
visit www.spotx.tv.

https://ap.yougov.com/
http://www.brightcove.com/
http://www.brightcove.com/
http://www.evergent.com
mailto:apac-sales@evergent.com
http://www.spotx.tv

